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Remember when the open skies were friendly and flying felt glamorous? Your vacation started at the airport, before
security measures became a burden. Flight attendants were bright-eyed, gorgeous and envied for having the dream job. In-
flight amenities were small treasures, and yes, bags flew free. We think it’s high time to bring the fun back to flying.

FLY IN STYLE

PERKS
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THESE AMENITIES WILL LEAVE YOU FEELING LIGHTER THAN AIR…
BY JACQUELIN CARNEGIE AND SHIRA LEVINE

Radiolaria Grid
by Nuala

O’Donovan

FLYING CHEFS
Most airline food is just dreadful, but Turkish
Airlines has remedied the problem with on-board
chefs on all its long-haul, business class service. So
whether you’re headed to Cape Town, Hong Kong
or Istanbul, you can enjoy meals prepared by chefs
with years of top restaurant and hotel experience.
The menu includes traditional Turkish dishes as
well as international favorites like Chilean Sea Bass.
In addition to the food, the business class service is
impeccable, with attentive flight attendants and
plush sleep seats. With more than 200
international flight destinations, you can enjoy a
decent meal and great service around (and above)
the globe. Visit turkishairlines.com. —JC

PARISIAN
PAMPERING

Dream up any excuse you can—
birthday, anniversary, graduation—to
fly to Paris in style on Open Skies, an
all business class airline. Choose
from a selection of unbelievably
comfortable BizBeds or ample
BizSeats. The flight attendants are
friendly and the fares are reasonable
for the service offered (check the
website for seasonal deals). Flights
from New York (Newark) arrive at
Orly Ouest, a much smaller airport
that’s easier to navigate than Charles
de Gaulle, with the same direct
transport links into the center of
Paris. Visit flyopenskies.com. —JC

Arrive refreshed in an
Open Skies BizBed.

Finally, an edible
in-flight meal.
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WE HAVE LIFT-OFF
Only a cheeky billionaire like Sir Richard Branson can get away
with using the term “Upper Class” to distinguish top-deck
seating aboard his Virgin Atlantic flights. Considered business-
class-affordable, yet not-quite-first class, the 33-seat cabin
offers fabulous quirks that make that other class the forgotten
one. The nightclub-esque walk-up bar decked out in 1,000
Swarovski crystals and manned by a generous bartender comes
off as exclusive and hip without seeming pretentiously stuffy.
(Booze and that thick velvety curtain help, too.) Mood lighting
changes color throughout the flight, encouraging passengers to
“relax, unwind, fall asleep and adjust time zones.” The lounge-
like seats flip forward into the longest flat beds in business class,
complete with down duvets. The black cotton sleepwear is a
charming and comfy offering not to be passed up before you
disappear into the pod-like seats; they’re angled into a
herringbone formation and enclosed with cubicle-like “suite”
walls, so high that the person seated next to you has to peer
over to communicate. The solution: Come mealtime, personal
entertainment systems fold away so a couple can face one
another to dine. Visit virginatlantic.com. —SL

THE GOLDEN AGE OF TRAVEL
Embracing the idea that a luxe lifestyle shouldn’t stop when you’re suspended 34,000 feet above ground, Singapore Air has introduced the Airbus
A380, a behemoth double-decker flying cruise ship. Enjoy one of the 60 leather lie-flat business class seats, the most spacious in the world at 34 inches
wide, in the upper deck of the plane. When you’re not asleep beneath Givenchy bedding, the entertainment is addictive courtesy of SilverKris, an
extensive multimedia library of current and classic movies and TV shows from around the world. A true mark of luxury is choice. That means making
delightful decisions such as: Dom Perignon or Krug? Should I sample eight wine varietals or two Singapore Sling recipes? You’ll also relish the options
on the seasonal menu, served on fine Givenchy china and linens. Think capsicum confit and kalamata olive potatowa. (Passengers can pre-reserve their
entrées using the Book-The-Cook feature, exclusively at singaporeair.com.) And for $18,000 a seat, choose a Pullman train car-inspired single- or
double-occupancy cabin suite—the ultimate in in-flight privacy. —SL


